
One person standing at the tail end of a truck can remove and set up the 6 m manual type monorail turntable
ladder easily. The ladder access system is characterized by small size (3050 mm×330 mm×260 mm), light weight
(overall weight of 40 kg), simple structure (monorail), strong performance (6 m ladder stand, single-stage ladder stand
and pompier ladder may be placed), and so on.

The entire structure is comprised the following: 1. Sliding rail, 2. Base frame of a turntable ladder, 3. Front ladder stand,
4. Rear ladder stand, 5. Handle and 6. Rail locking bracket

1. Product model of a 6 m manual type monorail turntable ladder (backward turning type):

2. The ladder stand package size is 3050 mm×330 mm×260 mm.

3. The angle of rotation of the ladder is above 60 degrees and it can be lowered more than 2 m from the top of the
truck.

4. The ladder stand stretching stroke is 2.3 m.

5. The fixing hole on the ladder stand base frame is universal for 6 m & 15 m pneumatic ladder stands.

6. A 6 m & 9 m ladder, single-stage ladder and pompier ladder may be placed on the ladder stand with the
corresponding fixtures.

7. The main body of the ladder stand is made of aluminum alloy and polypropylene sheet. The base frame is made of
steel sheet through spraying plastics. The overall weight is 40 kg.

8. The load limit of the equipment is below 60 kg.
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rivets
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